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The era of discovering new continents is over.  
Nevertheless, the discovery in old countries goes on.

Is it possible nowadays to speak of border’s poetics? 
Possibly, if we understand this as the experimentation and exchange of languages and roles, and as part of the poetics of mobility.

borders project (www.borders.de)  is a composite long-term project, linked to the experimentation of the concept of border. 
It begins with the project “German - Polish frontier: changes after the maximum of the last glaciations”, borders ‘99 – realized during the International Studio 
Program, Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin Germany.
Since this first phase, the chosen instruments are the Journey - in all of its various accepted meanings- and the Exploration of Borders. borders project therefore 
takes on the form of a typical transversal project, encompassing an individual and collective spatial/temporal dimension – an exploration of the border seen as a 
mapping of territories/identities together with an exercise in the developing of relationships. 



 “The main connotation of the project borders is, primarily, trying to return, once more, to the planning role of artists and to experiment the fluidity of roles and 
languages: artist, curator, critic, interpreter, intellectual”  (Michele Dantini in a private discussion with Bernardo Giorgi)

Significantly, the project has its main fulcrum “in-between” cities, with a sort of decentralization of the places-roles: it is precisely in this “in-between” that the 
correct interpretation key is to be found, the clue to the loss of the nucleus, as well as to the alteration of roles.  It is the idea of transit, of a continuous passage, 
uninterrupted and reversible at anytime that occurs along the “border”, of a fluid and continuous osmosis, a flux of information and circumstances always open to 
exchange, devolution and transformation into an “open space” – experimental set – delimited by a border-zipper.

In its original form, “Borders Project” already included in nuce a succession of single projects –journeys inside the Journey; a sort of “chain of experiences”, 
shaped and enhanced one by the previous one:
Switzerland “The Value of Genoa’s port for Switzerland’s economy”, linguistic frontiers in Switzerland, 2000-2003;
Czech Republic-Germany “Between Dresden and Prague”, 2001-2002;
“Helmets Project” 2001- in progress;
Poland-Italy, “Patterns”, Kostrzyn (PL) Turin, Milan (I), 2004-2005; 
Poland-Germany, “Borders of Eden”, Frankfurt Oder (D) – Slubice (PL) – Venice (I)  2005-2007;
Russia-Mongolia-China (Tran Siberian train), “Capturing the moving mind” 2005.



bernardo giorgi
2004-2007

patterns project



Both nature and politics delimit/cut territories, move frontiers.  Anyway, behind the moving of lines, the power-games and strategies, extremely deep and harsh signs 
are hidden.  Cutting and redesigning territories, as for example the Oder-Neisse line between Poland and Germany or those borough artificially/specifically designed 
for certain social classes – Mirafiori in Turin or Scampia in Naples – is related to political as well as social, logics and necessities; there are marks, left in history and 
memory, on our skins, in our bodies.  

The project “Patterns” is based on the idea of overlapping and matching the body – the boundary as to the external world – to the territory.  By conceptually 
positioning the body over the territory, it is possible to make a body-territory mapping through clothing.

In “Pattern Kiosk”, summer 2004, the clothes designed reproduce areas and buildings from the map of the city of Kuestrin (Poland).  They were made by two tailors, 
who during the course of the exhibition “Dialog Loci”, in Kuestrin, worked in a small kiosk inside the frontier bazaar - trans-frontier market.  Visitors could choose 
the patterns and fabrics they preferred for their clothes (for free).

“Patterns Torino” (Nicola-Fornello Gallery, Turin), is the logical continuation of “patterns kiosk” at the Polish-German border: here also, a tailor manufactures clothes 
designed on portions of the Turin territory marked by profound social characteristics: the Mirafiori, Vanchiglia, Stadio delle Alpi and San Salvario borough
In the first room, the pattern-territory is enlarged and painted on the walls whilst piles of fabric patiently wait, steeped, to take form.   The table and sewing machine, 
covered with bobbins and threads, frills and cuttings, in the second room, testify to the tailor’s weekly work.  Dressmaker’s dummies wear the first completed models 
and small collages on the walls reproduce the whole project.The paper patterns, offered to the public, may be freely collected and used.

In “PATTERNS ISTANBUL” portions of the territory, buildings, streets, quarters marked in the map of the city of Istanbul will be redrawn and transferred to 
paper patterns for the production of clothes. Areas which are characterised by a marked social aspect will be worn as hats, uniforms, bags; they will change their 
connotation but at the same time they will preserve an historic memory.
The fashion production, committed to the local labour, will favour a direct confluence of cultures and disciplines as well as a strong characteristic mark  to the 
clothes, that will be created by using traditional techniques and materials. 
Moreover, “PATTERNS ISTANBUL” aims at representing itself as a methodology to activate a circuit of non profit microeconomics for the promotion of new objects 
in the territory.



pattern kiosk
(kiosk in the transborders market) 

2004 Kuestrin, Poland



Patterns
(Installation view, wall painting) 

2004 Nicola Fornello gallery, Turin



Patterns
(Pattern sheet Turin) 

2004 Nicola Fornello gallery, Turin



Patterns
(Installation view, wall painting) 

2004 Nicola Fornello gallery, Turin



Patterns
(Installation view) 

2004 Nicola Fornello gallery, Turin



Patterns
(installation view tailoring/collage) 
2004 Nicola Fornello gallery, Turin



Patterns
(Dele Alpi’ model - Mirafiori’ model) 
2004 Nicola Fornello gallery, Turin



Patterns
(Dele Alpi’ model) 

2004 Nicola Fornello gallery, Turin



Patterns
2004 Nicola Fornello gallery, Turin



Patterns
(Mirafiori’ model) 

2004 Nicola Fornello gallery, Turin



Patterns
(Installation view- vanchiglia’ model) 
2004 Nicola Fornello gallery, Turin



Patterns Isola
With Loris Cecchini (wall painting on permanent display- 17mtX2,5mt)

2004 Isola Art Center, Milan



Patterns Isola, (Isola hat model)
Isola Art Center, Milan

2005 “The People’s Choice”



Patterns Isola, (Isola hat model and performance)
Isola Art Center, Milan

2005 “The People’s Choice”
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patterns istanbul/taksim



“PATTERNS ISTANBUL” is divided in a short-term and long-term.
In the short-term a working group composed by subjects of the city coming from different fields (art, academy, architecture, 
urban planning, fashion design, tailors…) had been set up the first pilot-workshop with the collaboration of Love difference 
(Michelangelo Pistoletto Foundation). 
During the workshop, the  participant had been invited to create, through their personal emotions and experiences, a 
representation of their relation to the city where they live, by constructing a “pattern”. The patterns had been realised at first as 
paper models, and then produced as clothes or accessories..
In the long-term the group of work will be consolidated on the territory with possible exchanges with international partners. At 
the same time new channels will be opened for the production and distribution of the clothes created in the workshop. This will 
allow the setting up of a circuit of not for profit micro economies:  the incomes of the distribution manufacture products will be 
invested in organising a cultural platform in the territory, for conceiving events and processes of creative interaction between 
the territory and its inhabitants.
Realization of guide-book patterns/istanbul/taksim --- not a simple communication of the different phase of the project but an 
atypical guide with the main following form/topic: 
-         it will be the first number of alternative guide of the city of Istanbul (on this case Taksim ) the area that have been explored 
during the workshop
-         in addition to theoretical sections, curated by experts in urbanism, architecture, designs etc the publication will include 
also transversal interpretations of the territory that will be represented by a paper model corresponding to the personal and 
mental path/real map. This model will reproduce the new patterns (Taksim) created by joining the different places taken in exam by 
the single actors involved in the project

The project “PATTERNS ISTANBUL” Had been sponsored by the grant of research of the Berliner Senate  (Senatsverwaltung fur 
Wissenschaft, Forschung und Kultur) with the partnership of the BM Contemporary Art Center .
The project is supported by the partners Human Settlement NGO (Istanbul, Turkey), Cittadellarte – Fondazione Pistoletto (Biella, 
Italy); with the collaboration of the Bilgi University (Istanbul, Turkey), the Technic University (Istanbul, Turkey); the Italian 
Institute of Culture (Istanbul, Turkey), the Goethe Institut (Istanbul, Turkey).



Patterns Istanbul
Aslı Kıyak İngin 

2006 “Where is the Taksim? Borders and Layers”



Patterns Istanbul
Aslı Kıyak İngin 

2006 “Where is the Taksim? Borders and Layers”



Patterns Istanbul
Atilla özdemir

2006 “Sound and responsibility”



Patterns Istanbul
Burçak Ertem

2006 “TAKSIM BENCE ”



Patterns Istanbul
Burçak Ertem

2006 “TAKSIM BENCE ”



Patterns Istanbul
Çağıl Yurdakul

2006 “Memories in Taksim”



Patterns Istanbul
Çağla Ormanlar Ok

2006 “Square of Open Space?”



Patterns Istanbul
Çağla Ormanlar Ok

2006 “Square of Open Space?”



Patterns Istanbul

Çağla Köseoğulları
2006 “return trip --- entry exit --- meeting”



Patterns Istanbul

Çağla Köseoğulları
2006 “return trip --- entry exit --- meeting”



Patterns Istanbul
Esra Carus Gülaydın

2006 “TAKSIM OF MEMORIES”



Patterns Istanbul
Esra Carus Gülaydın

2006 “TAKSIM OF MEMORIES”



Patterns Istanbul
Necile Deliceoğlu

2006 “Ayia Triada kilisesi- görünür kýlmak”



Patterns Istanbul
Orhan Esen

2006 “venues and paths from a life around taksim”



Patterns Istanbul
Orhan Esen

2006 “Necessities for the place of bone chilling cold in Taksim”



Patterns Istanbul
Risalet Ertürk

2006 “Transformation”



Patterns Istanbul
Risalet Ertürk

2006 “Transformation”


